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Szkhenyi Prize for Arat M&y& 
It is not much of a surprise when a member of our very distinguished Editorial Board receives 
an outstanding award, an honorary doctorate, or some other academic or scholarly distinction. 
Sometimes, however, the award or the prize transcends the academic sphere: as was the case 
when Professor Arato Matyb (in Hungarian, the surname precedes the given name) received the 
Szechenyi Prize, awarded to him by the Government of Hungary on March 15, 1994. 
Our warmest congratulations and best wishes to Professor Arato on receiving this high dis- 
tinction. It is also our pleasure to describe below the lifetime accomplishments of this still very 
active and prominent applied mathematician. 
Professor Arato M&y&s has over 30 years’ experience in the general areas of estimation analy- 
sis and applied mathematics, and is a leading researcher in Hungary in the development and 
applications of statistical methods on computers. He is a well-known authority in the area of 
applications of computers and computer performance all over Europe. 
The problem of estimation theory in stochastic processes (time series) had its beginning in the 
fifties and Professor Arato, as a co-worker of A. Kolmogorov, was one of the first mathematicians 
who gave exact solutions and results, together with considerations of computational efficiency. It 
is particularly noteworthy that his results and tables could be used in such well known problems 
as sunspot activity, periodic movement of the earth’s rotational axis and even in Kalman-filter 
technology. 
He has published more than 100 technical papers, 3 books, and numerous reports. He was a 
Professor at Budapest University and a visiting Professor at the University of California at Los 
Angeles and has lectured at technical society meetings throughout Europe. His current position 
is Professor at Kossuth Lajos University in Debrecen. 
Estimation algorithms and exact distributions given by Professor Arato are being used exten- 
sively in practice today, as are his works on numerical solutions of ordinary differential equations, 
computer performance, earthquake prediction and air pollution. He has been influential in the 
use of stable algorithms and reliable statistical software. 
In addition to being a distinguished founding member of the Editorial Board of this Journal, 
Professor Arato is presently an associate editor for the following periodicals: Analysis Mathemat- 
ica (Hungarian-Soviet joint journal), Performance Evaluation (North Holland), Control Engineer- 
ing (Poland), Acta Cybernetica (Hungary), Applied Mathematics (Hungary), and was associate 
editor of other periodicals as well. He was the director of the Research Institute for Applied 
Computer Science (Hungary) and earlier the deputy director of Computer and Automation In- 
stitute (Hungary). He was also the head of the Computer Science Committee at the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences. 
Professor Arato received his degree in mathematics from Budapest University, the “candidate” 
degree of mathematical sciences (Ph.D.) from Moscow State University (1962) and his Doctor of 
Science degree (1979) ( in mathematics) from the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. 
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